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Same Promising Early Results Ire= a Rudimentary
Latent-Trait Theory of Pe fa=ance Rating

Gerald J. Cason and. Carole L. Cason
Jniversity of Arkansas neer Medical Sciences

Usually we must rely upon -ne judgement of human raters
to assess, i.e., to measure and evaluate, complex human
performance and products. In this context, "measure" means
a systematic procedure which assigns numbers (e.g., scores,
ratings) the values of which represent hot, much of some
atteibute,,e, characteristic, or facto.= is present.
"Evaluation" means the determination of merit or adequacy.
he rely upon human judgement to assess performances as
varied as (a) conducting a cross-examination in a trial
court, b) diagnosing a 2atlent°s medical problem, and (c)
landing a high-performance aircraft. Also, human judgement
is fundamental to the assessment of such products as (a) an
article submitted for publication, (b) the prototype of an
implantable mechanical heart, and (c) the design plans for a
new mousetrap or orbital shuttlecraft.

The research reported here is concerned with improving
ratings-based measures of human performance. Our interest
in the problems associated with ratings arose in the context
of health professions education. Specifically, we were
interested in improving the assessment of student
achievement in real or high-fidelity simulated practice
settings, that is, assessment of their clinical performance.
Clinical performance appears to be almost archetypical of
complex performance in a complex setting. We shall
explicitly address only the restricted domain of health
professionals° clinical performance. Nevertheless, the
discussion has direct implications for other areas which
share the common elements of reliance upon rater judgement
and the assessment of something that is intrinsically
complex.

Because the membership of AERA Division I (Professions
Education) is quite heterogeneous and at the specific
request of two of the reviewers of our paper proposal, we

first provide a fairly discursive conceptual, Intuitive
discussion of factors affecting rating reliability and
validity. The rating process is presented in contrast to
the objective testing process because the fundamentals of

test design and analysis concepts and statistics are fairly
broadly understood in the division. Latent-trait theory is
then introduced in the same way: first, as it applies to
objectively scored tests; then, ewe present our proposed
latent-trait theory. of performance rating and a simplified

Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, Los Angeles, 1981.
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model of it. The balance ef the paeoer eresemes the,amecific
research objectives, m,enode teszelts, Ziscureeriern and
conclusions frmn empirical e.e.s.ts of7- cur r.F a entary theory.
Briefly, we found what w, e,onsider embstamtial supmmrt for
our proposed wodel where ituay be aepamemietely appLLed.

eltoblem

One can get reliable -mod valid ratimgs-Used measures
of complex human perforce using a very few well trained
raters or by averaging acre-7e: a larger number of less well
trained raters If all of them rated all subjects under
controlled circumstances. What the current state-of-the-art
does not provide is a useful way to extract reliablee valid
ratings from the kind of dirty and -Income:late data sets
ordinarily available. Dirty rating data Jr. produced by lack
of control which permits extraneous fac-Zor_s influemme the
ratings given. Such things as inadequate rater trtning,
poorly validated rating procedures and for=a, variability in
conditions under which performance is rated all tend to
produce dirty data. Incomplete data sets =tem those in which
not all raters rate all subjects.

Any significant steps toward the resmlmtion of this
problem would have immediate beneficial effects in the
practical evaluation of complex performance in ordinary
settings and in research in which complex performance is a
variable of interest.

Some Factors Affecting Reliability and Validity

No measurement, whether ,a test score or rating, may be
more valid than it is reliable. Reliability sets an upper
limit on the Potential validity of the measure.. Neither
individual items nor individual raters are perfectly
reliable measurement instruments in the sense of being
completely accurate, stable, and consistent. In classical
test theory and traditional practice, an individual item's
reliability is easured by either its mean correlation with
all other items on the test or its correlation with the
total test score. Both of these give essentially the same
result and are equivalent to the test item's expected
correlation with another randomly chosen single item from
the same content domain. Depending upon the calculational
Procedure used, an individual-item reliability may' be called
a correlation of some kind or a discrimination index.
Similarly, .tte reliability of the .ratings given by a single
judge is equal to the expected value of the correlation
between this judge's. ratings and the ratings of another
independent, randomly chosen qualified judge. Two
strategies, separately or in combination, maybe used to
improve the reliability of either a rating or a test score:
use more or use better.
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Spearman- Brown's test reliability formula was first
develcped to provide an estimate of how much the reliability
of a test's tctal score would be changed by adding or
deleting test items. Remmers, Shock, and Kelly (1927)
demonstrated that pooling (i.e., summing or averaging)
ratings across raters (where all or representative subsets
of raters rate all subjects) had the same effect as pooling
the item scores on an objective test. This means
Spearman - Brown's formula is equally applicable to both items
on tests and ratings provided by independent raters. Figure
1 depicts the relationship defined by Spearman-Brown-s
formula between the reliability of the total score,
reliability of individual item scores or ratings, and the
total number of independeni.: items or ratings pooled (i.e.,
summed Or averaged) together.

FIGURE 1. RELIABILITY AS FUNCTION OF OBSERVATIONS:
ITEMS OR RATINGS
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NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT OBSERVATIONS

Under ordinary "real world" circumstances most ratings
are obtained where many' or all of the following condition
prevail: (a) raters have had no' systematic training in
rating based upon.the:use of'standard stimuli and corrective
feedback; (b) raters receive no or little information
regarding how other raters rate the same subject under
equivalent circumstances; (c) the scales used are vaguely
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defined as are the meanings of the individual point values
or scale categories; (d) different raters do not observe the
same performance under the same conditions; (e) not all
subjects are rated by all raters, frequently none of the
subjects are rated by all raters; (f) not all raters rate
all subjects, frequently no rater rates all subjects; and
(g) subsets of raters are not representative of the rater
pool. On the basis of empirical evidence, Symonds (1931)
concluded that under these kinds of ordinary circumstances
the correlation between independent pairs of raters (i.e.,
the reliability of a single rater) is typically around
t=0.55. The region between the upper two lines in Figure 1

approximates the reliability of pooled ratings as a function
of .the number of. independent ratings under typical
conditions (assuming all or representative subsets of raters
rate each subject). Clearly one way to improve the overall
reliability of either.a rating or a test. score is to base it
upon more ratings or test items.

Alternatively, the reliability of each individual test
item or rating may be improved. In testing practice, this
is accomplished by selecting only those individual items
which have had reliabilities above a specified value when
used in earlier administrations of the test. fiunnally
(1967) suggests a minimum individual item reliability of
between r=0.10 and r=0.20. When this rule is used on the
typical classroom objective test, the mean individual item
reliability generally falls between r=0.20 and r=0.30. The
lower two curves in Figure 1 define the region of expected
total test score reliability. as a function of (a) typical
average item reliability and (b) the number of preselected
items the test 'contains. Selecting the most reliable raters
may. occasionally be helnful; but, under typical
circumstances more is gained from pooling across all
available rating data rather than discarding the least
reliable and pooling the remainder.

Efforts to improve the reliability of individual rater
judgements (and thereby the reliability of the individual
rater) are generally directed towards eliminating the
conditions (described above) under which ratings tend to be
made in real world settings. Frequently, they rely upon
techniques such as improving the precision of the
definitions of the attribute to be rated and values on the
scale. Often this is implimented in the form of a
behaviorally anchored rating (BAR) scale (Smith and Kendall,
1963; Landy and Barnes, 1979). However, when BAR scales are
used in otherwise typical rating circumstances there is a
dearth of data indicating any improvement over non-BAR
scales. For example, Davidge, Davis, and Hull (1980; also
in Dielman, Hull, and Davis, 1980) report full scale
interrater reliabilties for individual house officers
(reSidents) of r=0.61 and for individual attending (faculty)

6
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physicians of r=C-41. Darlidger F.Et al.'s results are for the
use of a very faarefuIly destmned BAR scale for measuring
medical students' calinicn1 performance. The reliabilities
straddle Symonds (1932) value for reliabilities obtained
under typical (non743ARS) rating conditions. We obtained a
mean interrater zeliabili'y .f:cir an individual rater of
r=0.50 across atteirdings and re.s±L-iEnts at two training sites
who used a non -ZAR scat: Inventory to rate the clinical

. performance of- -Jurlor yet medical students (Cason and
Cason, 1979). In the same gaper (Cason and Cason, 1979)0 we
concluded that in cast of tne published literature on rating
health care professionals' = clinical performance, the single
factor most influencing tie reported reliability of the
total rating was the monaber of independent raters across
whom it was summed or aveTaged.

A BAR scale used in =Injunction with rigorous rater
training can improve rata reliability over the value of
r=0.55 reported by Symcints (1911) for typical rating
circumstances. Stillman C1980) has achieved interrater
reliabilities of r=0.85 amE intra-rater reliabilities of
r=0.90. Stillman obtahmed these results using the
behaviorally anchored, empirically validated 'Arizona
Clinical Interview Ratimg Scale in conjunction with rater
training. The rater training was based upon use of standard
stimuli (video tapes of irmerviews) and informative feedback
to the rater. The program has proved successful in training
raters belonging to three distinct groups: physicians,
nurse practitioners, and "programmed patients". Stillman's
results are directly attributable to her program's success
In eliminating many of the conditions found in typical
rating settings. While there are obvious, practical
obstacles to emulating Stillman's approach, her results
provide a goad benchmark for what can be accomplished (at
least in some settings) when sufficient interest, skill, and
resources are available.

It has long been acknowledged in both the folklore and
research literature relating to rating that raters may vary.
in their general tendency to be stringent or lenient. This
variation can affect reliability. Ebel (1951) has suggested
two ways of. applying Snedecor's (1946) (intraclass)
reliability formula depending on whether variations in rater
leniency could affect the stability of subject's ,mean
(across raters) ratings. The first method applies when all
raters rate all subjects. When there is variation in rater
leniency, the first method yields a higher value than does
the second method. This first method ignores any
differences between the means of ratings given by different
raters in the same way as does an ordinary (Pearson-
product-moment) correlation coefficient. For example, if
rater A assigned
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20 60 5, 3,

to subjects in successinan, and rater- B assigned

5, 9, 3, 6,

to tile same five suV -eats -rated in the same order, the
correlation between ..7.1atings is r=1.00. Yet, rater B is
systematically more LLiliezzt than rater A. Men all (or
representative subset-_Leek) raters rate: all subjects there is
no systematic effete eT rater leniency on individual
subjects mean rat By contrast, when subjects are
rated by different (en-e.lpresentative) subsets of raters,
the mean of the (Ammer-mei ratings on each subject is a less
accurate measure of.-ezbeae.l.bjecta's performance because some
subjects are rated by more lenient group of raters than
are other subjects. Th*.a second method for estimating
interrater rellabili=y sme-eested by Ebel' cmlike an ordinary
correlation coefficient, -7...akes into accouna-.. differences in
rater leniency and anus yields a smaller and more
appropriate reliabiLaty velue.

'here is no shortage of evidence that different
categories of heal h professionals vary in their leniency
when called upon to `ate the same performance under ordinary
(i.e., poorly cont7-e11ed) conditions. For example, ratings
of-Junior medical students by residents (house staff) have
been consistently and widely reported to be more lenient
than are those gisen by faculty (attending) physicians
(Printen, Chappell, and Whitney, 1973; nnonohue and Wergine
1978; Pierlioni, Clark, and Dudding, 1979; Cason and Cason,
1979; Dielman0 Hull, and. Davis., 1980). The same studies
also indicate the presence of variation in the leniency of ,

raters An the same category.

Exemplary programs such as Stillman°s can sometimes
reduce variations in rater leniency to the point where it is
no longer of practical importance as a source of inaccuracy
in ratings (Stillman, Brown, Redfield, and Sabers, 1977;
Sabers, 1981: personal communication). Nevertheless, when
Meskauskas and Norcini (1980) discuss the problem of
variability in rater leniency, in both standards setting and
rating performance, they suggest the need to go beyond the
things found in programs such as Stillman°s. Meskauskas and
Norcini suggest that in both standards setting and
performance rating judges° ratings should be "handicapped"
(i.e.,' corrected or adjusted) for variation in the judges'
leniency by applying methods presented by Stanley (1961).
Meskauskas and Norcini appear to be implying that it is at
least difficult if not impossible to reduce rater leniency.
variation below the level of practical concern entirely
through the use of BAR scales in conjunction with rater
training.
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Stanley's (1961) methods allow one to both determine
the extent of variation in rater leniency and develop
correction formulas for each rater. Stanley's
analyris-of-variance related procedures allow the
determination of the separate contribution of rater leniency
and subject performance to the variation in the observed
rating data. However, Stanley°s procedures may be applied
only when all raters have rated all subjects, i.e., to data
sets with no missing data. .But, as Stanley points out (and
as was implied above in discussing Ebel's procedures) if all
raters have rated all subjects, there is no need for
adjusting the ratings. When all raters have rated all
subjects, the mean or sum of the raw ratings on any subject
is as valid and reliable as can be produced by' any
adjustment for rater leniency. Although correction formulas
for raters developed at one time (when all raters rated all
subjects) might be used later when subjects were rated b'y

only (potentially non-representative) subsets of raters,
this would be defensible only after it had been demonstrated
that individual raters' relative leniency remained stable
over time.

In summary, if one desires to, obtain a highly reliable
and valid assessment of a complex human performance based
upon ratings from human judges, the current
state-of-the-art, as suggested in the literature reviewed
above, indicates that a model assessment program would
include: (a) carefully trained raters; (b) empirically.
validated, behaviorally anchored scales; (c) controlled,
uniform conditions under which performance is observed and
rated; (d) multiple raters for each subject; (e) all raters
(or representative subsets of raters) rate all subjects; and .

(f) use of the mean rating (across raters) obtained by a
subject as the best available measure of the subjects true
Performance. In actual settings most of these conditions
are hard to satisfy. Having more raters per subject (d) can
be used to offset shortcomings in conditions "a" through "c"
but only if condition "e" is satisfied. Otherwise
variations in rater leniency will lower the reliability and
validity of the outcome. However in practice, condition "e"
is frequently not satisfied.

Although the theory we, set forth below was neither
derived from nor motivated by the applications of
latent-trait theory to objective testing, we have
discovered, with the benefit of hindsight, that our theory
is most easily grasped by someone already familiar with the

. general schema of latent-trait theory as applied to
objective testing. Consonant with the expository strategy
used above, we have chosen to begin with the more familiar
ground of testing, then go on to our theory of performance
rating...
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LatentTraiheorY

Latenttrait test score ilteory (Lord, 1952; 1953;
Baker, 1977; Hambleton, Suramimalhan, Cook, Eignor, and
Gifford, 1978) proposes to accmint for the score on an
individual test item of an :individual person. In the
theory's simplest form, thewdbability that the person will
answer an item correctly is determined by two factors: the
person's true ability and the item's intrinsic difficulty.
Item difficulty and persoin ability are both assumed to
reflect the operation of some underlying (i.e., not directly
observable, therefore latent) trait, attribute, or factor;
for example, the attribute of knowledge. A person with much
knowledge would be located high on the latent knowledge
scale. Similarly, an item requiring great knowledge to be
correctly answered would be located high on the knowledge
scale. -The probability that a person of a given ability
will correctly answer an item of a given difficulty is
defined by an 6sobeyed" item characteristic curve. Figure
2 gives hypothetical characteristic curves for items A and
B. By convention, item A is said to have difficulty K or to

0
U

T
C

0
M
E

Figure 2. Characteristic Curves

K

Ability

be located at point K on the latent scale. A person with
ability K (i.e., located at point K) has a 0.50 probability
of correctly answering item A. The item characteristic
("sshaped") curve defines the exact relationship between a
person's ability (at any point on-the latent scale) and that
persow's probability of correctly answering that item.
Consider Figure 2: a person.of abAlity.K has a near zero

10
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probability of answering item B. While a person with
ability L has near a 1.0 probability of answering item A
correctly, this personps probability of answering item B
correctly is only 0.50.

Probably the greatest number of latenttrait theory
applications have been based upon the Rasch '(1966)
measurement model. This may be largely attributed to the
work. of Ben Wright and his colleagues (Wright, 1968; Wright
and Stone, 1919; Mead, Wright, and Bell, 1979) such as their
development of techniques, including computer programs,
which make Rasch analysis easier; as well as, their zealous
advocacy of Pasch measurement techniques. The defining
characteristics of the Rasch model are (a) only one
parameter, location on the latenttrait, is used to
characterize each person or item; and, (b) the "sshaped"
item characteristic curve is operationally defined by the
logistic function. Other models of latenttrait test theory
include additional factors (e.g., item discrimiliation, a
guessing factor, and so forth) in their characterization of
test items and people and/or define the characteristic curve
using a different mathematical function, _e.g., the normal
ogive.

Irrespective of what particular model of latenttrait
theory is used, the usefulness of the model rests upon the
(testable) assumption of parameter invariance. in contrast
to conventional test item statistics (e.g., difficulty index
and discrimination index) and normreferenced test scores,
the parameter values for item difficulty and person ability
are independent of the context of both the particular group
of people who took the test and the particular set of items
in the test. This maybe most clearly explained by analogy
to the physical measurement of temperature in the days when
chemists (or alchemists) made their own thermometers.

In Figure 3, the horizontal lines Ti, T2, and T3 are
thermometers. The letters "A" through "0" represent
specific observed melting and boiling ,,:oints for various
materials, e.g., alcohol, water, paraffin, lead, and so
forth. Note that TI and T2 share points "B" and "0". 72
and T3 share points "I" and "H ". But 71 and 73 share no
observed points in common. No matter how the individual
thermometers were originally graduated or where their
arbitrary zero points were placed, the relative positions
(ordering) and distances between observed melting and
boiling points would remain the same. Thus, the
observations that are in common to two thermometers can be
used..to calibrate the measurements on one thermometer
against the other. Because Tl and T3 are linked through
common observed points on 72, the information on all these
instruments can be placed on a single temperature scale
running from "A" to "0". The location (parameter) of a
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melting point of one material is invariant with respect to
the relative locations (ordering and distances) of other
melting points.

Figure 3. Invariance of Parameter Locations:
Ordering and Relative Inter-point Distances

Ti: A B

T2:

T3:

B ..... ...D..E ............. ... M.N.

H I L..m....0

A...B ..... C...D..E.F....0..H...I....J..K.L..M.N..0

Latent Attribute.

Latent-trait analysis of the responses of a group of
people to a group of items on a test produces estimates of
their locations (i.e., true ability of persons, intrinsic
difficulty of items) on an underlying trait. Figure 3 can
be used to represent differevt objective tests (i.e., Ti,
T2, and T3) with the letters being either items or people or
both. When this is done, one can make very concrete
predictions about a person's performance on items to which
that person has not previously responded. Also, the results
of a test composed of any combination of the items whose
locations are represented by. the letters "A" through "0"
could be translated into equivalent scores for tests Ti, T2,
and T3 because all the items can be calibrated against each
other. This is all possible because, like melting points,
the location (difficulty) of items on the latent trait are
invariant with respect to their ordering and inter-item
distances. Likewise, relative positions of person abilities
are invariant with respect to other persons' abilities and
item locations. By contrast, conventional item statistics
reflect only the relationship between a particular group of
examinees (or a similar group) and the particular items on
the test. For example, an item's difficulty index.(unlike
the item's intrinsic difficulty) simply indicates the
proportion of examinees that correctly answered it, or.would
be expected to correctly answer it in a comparable group of
examinees. The conventional item discrimination index is
similarly-limited in meaning- and -usefulness. Parameter
invariance is the characteristic of latent-trait models
which make them-uniguely useful.
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Not surprisingly, many Rasch applications are designed
to capitalize upon parameter invariance to generate
equivalent tests composed of different items or equate the
results of one test with another having overlapping items.
Tbis is clearly illustrated by Anderson, Baker, Laguna, arc!

Laguna's (1990) use of the Rasch model to obtain comparable
test scores based on overlapping but not identical sets of
test items in Neurology clerkship eeaminations. Anderson et
al.'s work is exceptional in that it involved an aPPlicaticn
of the Resell model to classroom level data sets rentaining
only 7 to 10 students per exam. Nore commonly, Rasch ---
techniques are applied when the number of persons who have
responded to the items is 200 or more. The uncertainty
(measerement error) associated with an item's difficulty
tends to be much bigger than that associated with a melting
point. In practical. work it is not unusual for a small
percent of the items in a given test to not fit the Rasch
model. These ere identified and discarded so that they do
not 'adveesely affect the estimation of the intrinsic
difficulties of the remaining items.

Anderson et al. cite several Rasch applications in
health professions education including: a pharmacy.
externshiP (Sulth and Niter, 1980), analysis of the Medical
College Admission Test subpart scores (Cromier,1977), and
analyses of tests of the National Board of Medical Examiners
(Hughes, 1979; Kreines and head, 1979). Schumaker (1979)
applied the Rasch model to the problems of equating medical.
examinations. Barasym (1981) used Rasch techniques in
comparing Nedelsky's (1954) and a modified form of Angoff's
(1971) procedures for setting passing standards for
objective tests.

Our Rudimentary Theory of Performance hating

We propose that the rating obtained by a subject is a
function of the subject's achievement and the rater's
leniency and sensitivity. Neither achievement nor leniency
is directly observable; but, each underlies and partially
accounts for observable behavior. Subject achievement
accounts for subject performance only in part. Factors such
as illness, inappropriate working conditions, action or
inaction of others (e.g., a hostile coworker or examiner)
cane either improve or reduce the quality, of the observed
performance regardless of the subject's true level of
achievement. Similarly, the rater's leniency and
sensitivity account in part for the ratings given but the
ratings also reflect the performance that was observed and
rated.

Both rater leniency and subject achievement are
measure& upon a scale of the same latent trait, factor or
attribute. Generically' this underlying trait is called an

13
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ability and could t)e any skill, competency, or disposition,
whether innate or acquired. Leniency and achievement may
each be represented by points-on this ability scale. These
points are called the rater reference point (RRP) and the
subject achievement point (SAP) respectively.

The rater reference point (RRP) is used by the rater as
an implicit standard for judging the perceived performance
of the subject. The, location of the rater reference point
(RRP) embodies the rater's prior knowledge, understanding,
and beliefs regarding (a) fundamental, ideal standards
relevant to the trait at issue; (b) the subject (person)
whose performance or product is to be rated; (c) the task or
activity to be perforred by the subject; (d) the constraints
imposed by the setting upon either or both the rater and
subject; (e) where problem solving (broadly construed) is
involved in the subject's task, the intrinsic difficulty of
the problem; and. (f) related factors. The rater reference
point may be viewed as arising from an adjustment the rater
makes to _ some implicit, fundamental standard. The
fundamental standard is appropriate only to an ideal set of
rating circumstances, i.e.e conditions under which nothing
but the standard and the performance need be considered in
determining the rating. The rater reference point (RRP)
results from the rater's effort to take all the
discrepancies between an ideal setting and the actual one
into account prior to assessing the, subject's performance.
The rater reference point (PRP) embodies all factors which
systematically influence the rating assigned except the
subject's performapce and effects related to the rater's
resolving power and sensitivity.

Implicitly, the rater perceives the subject's
Performance as a deviation on the relevant ability scale
from the rater's RRP. The size and direction- (above or
below the RRP) directly equals the distance from RRP to the
subject achievement point (SAP) on the ability. scale, as-
judged by this rater. The rating assigned is a function of
the difference between RRP and SAP.

The rater's resolving power, i.e., the precision of the
Eater's judgements as'embodied in the assigned ratings, is
greatest when the difference between RRP and SAP is minimum.
Resolving power diminishes in an accelerated manner as the
difference between RRP and SAP increases. Generally, small
differences in value for SAP's near the RRP result in
substantially different assigned ratings. As distance from
the RRP increases, larger and larger differences between two
SAP's must be_'present .for there to .be an appreciable
difference in the corresponding assigned ratings. These
relationships are analogous but not equivalent to those of
visual, resolving power... Objects close to the observer need
not be separated from each other by very much to be seen as

14
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distinctly not at the same distance. 2ut as distance from
the observer increases, the distance between objects must
increase if they are to be recognized as being at different
distances from _the observer. Because resolving power
diminishes in an accelerated manner as distance from RRP to
SAP increases, the rater characteristic curve (RCC), which
specifies the rating assigned as a function of the
difference between RRP and SAP, is one of a family' of
smooth, continuous, "s-shaped" curves. (A member of this
family of curves is commonly called an ogive, e.g., the
normal ogive.)

Some rater-s have greater sensitivity than do other
raters. Variation in sensitivity between raters is defined
by differences in the rate of acceleration in change of
resolving power. However, rater sensitivity.iS somewhat
more easily grasped intuitively in terms of the difference
in subject achievement associated with a given Pair of
ratings, for example 10% (of possible points) and 90%. A
highly sensitive rater would give these ratings when there
was a relatively small difference in two subject°s
achievement.. A less sensitive rater would give these
ratings when there was a relatively much larger difference
in the achievement of the two subjects. The limit of
hypersensitivity is characterized by a rater that gives only
minimum or maximum ratings. Any SAP less than the
hypersensitive raters RRP receives a rating of 0%; any SAP
equal to or. above this rater°s RRP receives a rating of
100%. Graphically, the hypersensitive rater°s
characteristic curve (RCC) is no longer a continuous, smooth
curve. It has become two horizontal lines, one at 0%
extending down the ability scale from the ARP; the other at
:!,00% extending from the RRP up the ability scale. By
_contrast, the limit of hypo-sensitivity is characterized by
a r?ter who assigns all SAP's the same value as if they were

, no' 'diflerent from this rater°s RRP. Graphically, the
br;7',1)-sensitive rater°s characteristic curve has become a
horizontal line- extending indefinitely In each direction
from the RRP parallel to the ability scale at the rating
level associated with this. rater's RRP.

The measure of rater sensitivity is the slope of the
RCC at the point on' the RCC directly above the RRP on-the
ability scale. The hypersensitive limit is defined by the
value of the slope having become indefinitely. large. The
hypo-sensitive limit is defined by a PCC slope of zero.
Neither limit occurs in practice, though they may be
aPproached.

The theory of performance rating proposed above may be
understood by analogy to latent-trait test theory. Instead
of locatingteSt items and examinees (persons), the proposed,
theory locates raters (persons) and subjects (persons or
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Products) on an underlying trait. Item difficulty is
replaced by rater leniency; probability of answering
correctly is replaced by rating points, assigned; and item
discrimination by rater sensitivity. Reconsidering Figure
2, A and B are rater characteristic curves (RCC). Rater A
has a leniency of K (i.e., rater As RRP is located at K).
Rater B has a leniency of L. A subject with an achievement
point (SAP), located at .L would receive .a rating of 50% from
rater B; and a rating of near 100% from rater A.

As proposed, our theory is only rudimentary. Nany
things potentially characterizable as separate factors have
been subsumed into the construct of rater leniency. For
example, "cases", "problems", and "settings" (i.e., things
with which the subject must contend) might be represented as
a separate construct. Then we might be able to separate the
components of rater leniency regarding the rater's
estimation of task demands from the rater's leniency in
assigning ratings when task demands do not influence the
location of the rater's RRP. An analog to the "guessing
parameter" sometimes used in latenttrait test theory might
be the presumption.of a "minimum existing competence". This
would function to limit the minimum rating a rater would
assign regardless of how poor the observed performance was.
Elaborations such as these hardly seemed justified to us
until' some empirical tests of the more rudimentary version
had been completed.

Simplifying Assumptions

To facilitate our initial empirical investigations we
imposed the following simplifying assumptions upon the
rudimentary theory presented above:

1. All raters have equal sensitivity. Under this
condition the slope of the rater characteristic curve is no
longer a measure of rater sensitivity; not even mean rater
sensitivity. Any convenient unit (graduation) of
measurement may be chosen for the ability scale. Even
though a different size unit produces a different value for
the slope, this does not imply a change in sensitivity
because the relative distances among raters and subjects
remain constant. When equal sensitivity is assumed,
sensitivity becomes perfectly confounded with leniency and
ability.

2. The rater characteristic curve evaluates the
difference between a rater reference point (RRP) and subject
achievement point (SAP) as the percent (%) of possible
rating points.

3. The rater reference point (RRP) for any rater is
located under that rater's characteristic curve (RCC) on.the
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ability scale at that point which evaluates to a rating of
50%. This appears to represent a potentially large and
strongly counter-intuitive departure from the construct of
the RRP as presented in the proposed theory. Intuitively it
might seem that in typical rating circumstances a raters
reference point would be near some traditionally significant
value, e.g., 15%. This arises in part from considering tfie

RRP as if it were equivalent to the obstensible, conscious
standards in common use. A careful examination of the
definition of the RRP given above- suggests that its
relationship to such conscious standards may be very remote
and co plex. At any rate, we judged that the gains in
mathematical and conceptual tractability had from imposing
this assumption justified its use, at least during our
initial empirical investigations.

Our Simplified Performance Rating Model

)?ore formally, we propose that the ability scale upon
which rater reference points (RRP) and subject achievement
points (SAP) are located is an equal interval scale of
arbitrary graduation (unit) and arbitrary origin (zero
point). For the purposes of this research, we operationally
define the rater characteristic curve (BCC) as the product
of an arbitrary positive, constant scaling factor (SF) and
the cumulative unit-normal deviate ogive. The scaling
factor is abitrarily set equal to 100. The difference
between a rater reference point (RRP) and subject
achievement point (SAP) divided by the scaling factor (SF)
gives an ability scale deviation value (z):

Formula 1

z=(SAP - RRP) /SF

The proportion of possible rating points assigned for a
given value of z is equal to the total proportion of area
under the unit-normal curve below z, that is p(z).
Multiplying the proportion p(z) by 100 gives the expected
subject rating (ESR) in percent units:

Formula 2

ESR=p(z) * 100

The relationship between the expected subject rating (ESP)
and the discrepancy between RRP and SAP is depicted
graphically in Figure 4.
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There'may be variation in the rater's perception,
knowledge, judgement, and so forth. Therefore, the observed
subject rating (CSR) may contain error:

Formula 3

OSR=ESR-terror

In Hambleton, Swaninathan, Cook, Eignor, and Gifford's
(1978) terms, our model is somewhere between Lord's (1952;
1953) two parameter normal ogive model and Rasch's (1966)
one parameter logiStic model. Conceptually it is somewhat
closer to Rasch's model, although it uses the normal ogive
as does Lore's. It was not until our model was developed
essentially to the level presented above that we somewhat
belatedly recognized some of its conceptual and format
relationships to Rasch's and Lord's objective test
measurement models.
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Objectives

The objectives of the research reported here were to

determine the extent to which a normal-ogive model of a
proposed latent-trait theory of performance rating: (a) fit
data of a type common to health professions education, i.e.,
dirty and.incomplete ratings of clinical performance;. (b)

clarified ane quantified the separate contribution of (1)
all rater characteristics as embodied in the single
theoretical construct of leniency and (2) the construct of
the subject's underlying (i.e., latent) true achievement to

the observed dirty and incomplete ratings; and, (c) appears
to provide a basis for generating more reliable and valid
measures of performance than the mean of the observed
rating's on a subject when the rating data is not only dirty
and incomplete but. the subsets of raters are
unrepresentative of the whole relevant rater pool.

Method

Data Source. Data analyzed were samples of convenience
available from a project whose objective was to develop a
machine based system for processing clinical performance
data. As part of'that project, a prototype machine readable
(optically scanned) form was used experimentally (Cason and
Cason, 1979). Data collected on this experimental form were
analyzed here.

Subjects and Cohorts. The subjects upon whom rating
data wore available were third year medical students
enrolled' in a medicine clerkship, i.e., a clinically
oriented course in internal medicine. Data were available
from the third and fourth cohorts (i.e., groups of students
concurrently taking the course) in academic year 1978-79 and
the second cotort in 1979-80. The third cohort took the
course during. the winter months; the fourth during. the
spring; and, the, second during the fall. Table 2 gives the
'number of students in each cohort.

Clerkship and Setting. The medicine clerkship was 12

weeks long with six weeks spent at each of two training
sites: :University Hospital and Little Rock . Veterans
'Administration Hospital. in the wards, instruction was
'entirely tutorial and small grout, based. Faculty attending
physicians and residents each had a small number of (usually
at least:two but less than six) medical students. randomly
assigned to them for instruction. Residents tended to have
more contact with students than did the faculty.

Rating Instrument. The machine processable form
contained a 33 item clinical performance rating inventory.
The items here divided into seven non-overlapping
categories. Raters could assign a rating value of from 1 to

13
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5 to each item or indicate that it was either not observed
or was not applicable. Rating values were defined in
explicitly norm-referenced terms rather than being
behaviorally anchored. For example, a rating of "4" was
defined as "A little bptter than the typical student in the
typical class (i.e., would be- in the top 25% but below the
top 10%)". Appendix A contains a facsimile of the form.
For scores on the full inventory (i.e., mean of valid
ratings to all items), previous research (Cason and Cason,
1979) indicated a mean interrater correlation of r=0.50;
ranging from a high of r=0.71 between residents and faculty
at the same training site to a low of r=0.23 for ratings
given by residents-at one site and faculty at another.

Raters and Rating Procedures. The raters were the
faculty attending physicians and residentsewho trained the
medical students. Most students were rated"by two attending
physicians and one resident at University Hospital and by
one attending and one-resident at the VA Hospital (mode=5
ratings/student). Raters received a 20 minute oral
explanation of tte proper use of the rating form (from G.
Cason) and a written memorandum restating the details. No
other rater training was used. At the.conclusion of the six
weeks students spent at a training site, raters completed a
form on each student with whom they had contact. Raters
entered only rating data. The various identification data
grids were completed by a departmental clerk. After the
forms were optically scanned and an electronic (computer
disk file) copy made, they were placed In the respective
students° -permanent files. The number of raters for each
cohort is given in Table 2. The number of raters
overlapping cohorts rating students in more than one
cohort) is given in Table.3.

Dependent Measure. The dependent measure of clincial
performance was operationally defined as the mean valid
rating across all items in the inventory, rated by one
rater, expressed in percent form. A valid rating was any
rating of 1 through 5. Blanks, multiple marks, not
applicable and, not rated were non-valid ratings. Although
the inventory 'contained items of both the affective,
interpersonal skills type and the cognitive, technical,
problem solving type which prior research (e.g., Davis,
Hull, Davidge, and Dielman, 1979) indicated belong to
statistically independent (orthogonal) factors, the -global
trait represented by the mean across all -items, i.e.,
overall achievement in clinical performance, was chosen.
ThiS was done- because (a) with missing data at the item
level, unbiased estimates of the separate factor scores
could not be obtained with any certainity; (h) extracting
factor.scores (by factor analysis) is a scaling 'procedure
which results in "cleaner" scores, thus results of further
analyses based upon these factor scores might be
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contaminated by and attributed to the effects of the factor
analysis; (c) the only available unbiased measure of both
student performance and rater judgement was the mean of the
valid ratings across all items on the inventory.

Estimation of RRP's and SAP's. Program MERLIN (Cason,
1980) was used in conjunction. with subroutine STEPIT
(Chandler, 1965) to obtain least-squares estimates of the
rater reference points (RRP) and subject achievement points
(SAP). Briefly, MERLIN operates as follows. An observed
data table with one row per subject and one column per rater
is input. All observed subject ratings (OSR) are contained
in this data table. A set or "best guesses" for the RRP's
and SAP's are input. In actual practice, we started with
very bad guesses:, all RRP's and all SAP's equal to 500.
The program. uses these starting guesses for the SAP's and
RRP's and the function depicted in Figure 4 to calculate an
expected subject rating (ESR) for every cell in an expected
data table. Then, the discrepancy between each value in the
observed data table and its corresponding value in the
expected data table is found and squared. When all the
squared values are summed, the result is the error
sum-of-squares (ESSQ) for the fit between the predicted
ratings generated from the current set of "guesses" for the
SAP's and RRP °s and those ratings actually observed. STEPIT
is used to successively alter (i.e., step) the guesses for
the parateters and evaluate the .impact on the resulting fit.
When changes to the 'parameter values no longer produce
appreciable improvement in the fit. (reduction in the
error-sum-of-squares) between the observed and predicted,
MERLIN outputs a series of reports. These reports include
the least-squares estimates of the. RRP's and SAP's, the
complete .table of predicted ratings, measures of final fit
(r and ESSQ), results of an F-test between the proposed
model and the null hypothesis, and.so forth', This process
requires that one parameter be fixed (i.e., held at a
constant value throughout the estimation pracess) to anchor
the scale. A senior faculty member who rated at least 6
students in each of the cohorts was used for this. This
rater's RRP was held fixed at 500.

MERLIN was run on a Digital Equipment Corporation
System 1.0 (DEC-10). Parameter estimates were determined on
each cohart's data separately. Central procesSing unit
(CPU) time required to find least-squares estimates was as
follows: Cohort 1978-79:3 with 75 free parameters to be
estinated requited 82 minutes of CPU time; Cohort 1976-79:4
with 47 free parameters required 29 CPU minutes; Cohort
1979-80:2 with 63 free parameters required 36 CPU minutes.
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Results

Fit was 6etermined or four models on each cohort's
data separately. Thus, each cohort represented an
independent replicatioD.

Model A was the model proposed above with one free
(RRP) parameter per rater (except for one which was fixed at
500 to anchor the scale) and one free (SAP) parameter per
student. Model A permitted, but did not require that, both
rater leniency and subject achievement contributed to the
fit between the predicted and observed ratings. If there
were no appreciable differences in raters'. leniency, the
least-squares values of the RRP's found by MERLIN would all
be near the same value (i.e., 500). Similarly, if theft
were no :appreciable differences in students' achievement,
the least-squares values for all the SAP's found by MERLIN
would be near the same value. Table 1 prcvides descriptive
statistics (means and standard deviations) for the estimated
values of Model As RRP's, SAP's, as well as observed
ratings for each cohort. Means for each of these variables
were quite similar across all three cohorts. Model A was
the most general model considered. Models 8 and C were
derived by imposing restrictions upon Model A.

Table 1

.ieans and Standard Deviations (SD) for RRP's, SAP's, and
Ratings Based upon the Full Data Set

Cohort
RRP

Mean SD
SAP

Mean SD
Observed Ratings.

Mean SD

78-79:3 485.50 38.17 558.03 37.72 73.49 11.75

78-79:4 476.60 37.64 549.48 23.99 74.19 8.16

79-80:2 486.49 21.17 545.52 27.13 72.55 7.77

Model B imposed the restriction that all raters are
equally lenient, i.e., all RRP's equal 500, while allowing
SAP's to vary. This restriction forces the predicted
ratings for the raters of a single student to be the
unweighted mean of the observed ratings of these raters on
this subject. Thisis the model corresponding to the common
practice of using the mean of the observed ratings as the
best measure of the student's true performance. Note
however that it is accurate only within the context of equal
rater leniency. When contrasted with Model 0 (null
hypothesis), Model 8 provided a mechanism for determining
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how well variation in student performance could account for
observed ratings. Also, statistical contrast of Model B

(achievement) with Model A (both achievement and leniency),
provides a way to determine it rater leniency contributed to
observed ratings beyond that accounted for by student
achievement. A statistical difference between A and B
indicates a "leniency main-effeCt".

Model C imposed the restriction that all students had
equal achievement, i.e., all. SAP°s equal 500, while
Permitting all the RRI"s to vary.. When contrasted with
Model 0 (null hypothesis), Model C provided a way to
determine the extent to which variation in the observed
ratings may be accounted for by variation in rater leniency.
Also, when contrasted with model A (i.e., both achievment
and leniency), Model C (leniency) provides a way to
determine if student achievement makes a significant
contribution to.observed ratings beyond that which could be
ascribed to variations in rater leniency. A statktical
difference between Models A and C indicates an "achievement
main effect".

Model 0 eabodies the null hypothesis/ i.e., a model
which accounts for the observed data as chance (random)
variation frog the overall mean rating (across all raters
and students). .Models B and C were not "straw-men" intended
to make the proposed model. (Al look good. All three
hypothetical nodels must be used in contrast with each other
and with the null hypothesis to determine the relationships
of interest.

Table .2 presents the results of forMal, statistical
contrasts between the proposed model (A), as' the full model
(FM) and each of the others (e.g., B, C, and 0) as the
restricted (FM) model (Ward and Jennings, 1973; see also
Sternberg, 1967). All the F-tests resulting from the
contrasts reported in Table 2 produced statistically
significant F's (p<0.01). Table 2 also provides measures of
the fit between ,,each model and the three data bases. The
fit is indicated both by the correlation (r) between ,the
observed and .predicted ratings and. by the associated
error-sum-of-squares (ESSQ). In all three cohcrts, the
proposed model (A) fit better (r=0.821 0.74, 0.70) than
chance (p<0.01), better than Model B (r=0.72, 0.55, 0.55;
p <0.01), and better than Model C (r=0.44, 0.59/-0.33;
p<0,01).. The contrasts between models A, B, and C indicated
that both rater leniency add student achievement made
statistically significant (p<0.01)/ independent
contributions, to the° observed ratings in all three cohorts.
In conventional analysis-of-variance terminology, the
results supported the conclusion of-a signficant (p<0.01)
rater leniency main effect and a significant (p<0.01)
student achievement main effect in each of the three
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cohorts.

Table 2

Contrast of Fit of Models A, B. and C to Data from
Each of thee Junior Year Medicine Clerkship Cohorts

Table 1. Contrast of Fit of Models A, B. and C to Data from Each of Three Junior Year Medicine Clerkship Cohorts

Oata Base Free Parameterl (nfp) Fit . Contrasts

Cohort

78-79:3

nR

47

nS

29

nOB

136

MT RRP

A 46

B 0

C 47

SAP

29

29

0

Total

75

29

47

T

G.8213

0.7187

0.4436

ESSQ

4364.65

11371.64

15713.56

FM

A

A

A

RM

0

B

C

F ratio

4.85

2.13

5.66

78-79:4 31 30 165

A 30

B 0

C 31

30.

30

0

60

30

31

0.7441

0.5456

0.5890

6767.68

13692.51

12638.68

A

A

A

0

B

C

4.53

3.58

3.14

79-80:2 29 35 173

A 28

B 0

C 29

35

35

0

63

35

29

0.7000

0.5529

0.3333

7219.70

12332.16

16474.84

A

A

A

0

B

C

3.74

2.78

4.15

For all reported F's, p<0.01. MT= model type; n=number; R.raters; S students;OB.observations(ratings);
r.Pearson correlation; E5SQ.error sum of squares; FM.full model; RM..restricted model; dfenfpFM-nfpRM; df2=n0B-nfpFM.

Because the study was replicated on three independent
data bases and the same results were obtained on each, the
joint probability across all three cohorts for each of the
results cited above was p<0.000001. The probability values
given in the prior paragraph refer to each data base
considered separately. When all were considered together
the smaller value just given should be substituted for the
earlier ones. Partitioning the variance by contrasting
models A, B, and. C, we found that in these data about 20% of
the variability in clinical performance ratings could be
attributed to variations in rater leniency. An additional
35% could be attributed to variation in student achievement.
Taken together these results strongly indicated that while a
knowledge of either leniency--or achievement provided a
significantly better than chance basis for predicting
takings, each, was a statistically independent factor, and
the best accuracy in prediction was achieved on the basis of
a knowledge of both. These results directly support the
proposed model and thereby indirectly the proposed theory:
performance ratings were a function of both rater leniency
and subject achievement.

As some raters rated students in more than one cohort,
it was possible to calculate a "test-retest" reliability
coefficient for the rater reference points (RRP) of these
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raters. Table 3 provides the reliability coefficients (r)
determined on pairs of RRP's for each rater. The number (n)
of raters who rated students in two cohorts is indicated in
parentheses under the corresponding r value. The
Probability. (p) of the observed correlation arising by
chance is also given. All.these reliabilities are positive
but below r=0.30. Although no single one of these is
departed from a value of r=0.00 to a statistically
significant degree (i.e., individual probabilities were
p>0.15), at least two of these r's were statistically
independent. From their joint, Independent occurrence it
was found that the set of r values differed significantly
(n<0.04)_ from an r=0.00. This very important result
provides directly validating evidence for the theoretical
construct of leniency and indirect validation for the
construct of achievement. For these raters, we found that
while their RRP's were labile or difficult to measure with
precision, their RRP's corresponded to some feature of their
rating behavior that persisted over at least a six month
period of time.

Table 3

Correlations between RRP's for same Instructors
Across Independent Cohorts of Students

All Available Data Used to Estimate RRP's

73-79:4 79-80:2

r 0.2796 0.2883
78-79:3 n ( 15) ( 13)

p 0.1560 0.1700

r 0.2483
78-79:4 n ( 9)

p 0.2600

The mean observed rating on each student was moderately
well correlated (r<005) with the rating that the proposed
Model predicted a rater of mean leniency would assign.
Assuming (on the strength of the evidence thus far reported)
that the proposed model was valid, this result indicates
that the leniency of the various sets of raters who rated
these students were moderately representative .of the Whole
pool of 75 different raters. This wouldjnexpected as
assignmentsof students to raters was random... But, random
assignment could produce highly different subsets of raters.
Apart from the model under investigation here, there was no
other technique for the representativeness of
the rater subsets. The results only suggest that the rater
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subsets were moderately representative.

To further test the proposed model, a cross-validation
of model predictions against an independent criterion was
conducted. .A restricted data set was created from the full
data set. The. full data set contained all the observed
ratings on the three cohorts used in the analyses reported
above. The restricted data set was formed by setting aside
(i.e., "saving") one randomly chosen rating per student
(with the constraint that the remaining restricted data set
contained_na_raterwho_rated:,less-than two _students nor a
stdent rated :by'less than'two raters). Parameters (RRP's
and SAP7s) were then estimated on each cohort's restricted
data set separately. Descriptive statistics (means and
standard deviations) for the observed ratings, and RRP's and
SAP's estimated for Model: A from the restricted data set are
given in Table 4. When Compared with the values obtained on
the, fun: data set (Table 1) , the reduction of one
observation pet student had no significant impact on the
means.

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations (SD) for RRP's, SAP's and
Ratings Based upon the Restricted Data Set

Cohort
RRP

Mean SD
SIP

Mean SD
Observed Ratings

Mean SD

78-79:3 490.57 45.65 566.25 45.70 74.44 12.70

78-7944 466.78 74.11 547.52 24.48 74.73 8.54

79-80:2 487.84 19.91 549.90 37.94 72.29 8.91

The saved ratings were then correlated with the
corresponding elements in two different sets of predicted
ratings: (a) those given by the proposed model (when its
paraMeters had been estimated from the restrlcted data set);
and, (b) those given by the model.underlying the most common
rating practicei i.e., Model B, which is equivalent to the
mean of the ratings each student received in the restricted
data set. in each case the saved ratings were independent
of the predictions with which they were correlated.

This procedure could put the proposed model at a.

substantial disadvantage when contrasted with the alternate
model (B). This arises .troni the reduction in data available
to estimate parameters. By consulting Table 2, it can be
deduced that in the full data set the ratio of Obserliations
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to free parameters (to be estimated for Model A) was 1.8,
2.7, and 2.7 respectively in the three cohorts. In the
restricted data set, these ratios.declined to 1.4, 2.2, and
2.2. in cohort 1978-79:3 the ratio fell from an already
marginal 1.8 observations per parameter in the full data set
to a very doubtful 1.4 in the restricted data set. A low
ratio could place the proposed model at a disadvantage
because it had more parameters to be estimated. Less data
per paramter would reduce the accuracy of the parameter
estimates and thus the accuracy of the models predictions.
The alternate model having only about half as many
parameters to estimate had an advantage in obtaining more
accurate estimates of its parameters (i.e., one mean per
student).

Table 5 reports the results of correlating an
independent rating of each student with the prediction of
the proposed model (A) and the prediction implicit in the
Common practice of taking the unweighted mean of the
observed ratings (Model B) as the best available measure of
performance. In two of the three cohorts the results appear
to favor the proposed model, but in cohort 1978-79:3, Model
B seems to be superior to the proposed model. This means
that in two of ttie three cohorts predictions based upon a

knowledge of both rater leniency and student performance
(i.e., Nadel A) appeared superior to a knowledge of student
performance alone (Model B). In cohort 1978-79:3, the
Prediction of Model A was not only less accurate (i.e., less
well correlated Isilth the criterion), the observed
correlation (r=0.26) for Model A was not significantly
different from r=0.0. Considering that Model B was a
restricted case of Model A, Model -°A' should do no worse than
Model B.

Table 5

Coetelationi of Prediction, of Node's A.and B with an
Independent Rating on Each Subject

Cohort A

78-79:3 0.2555 0.5020

78-79:4 0.6699 0.5531

79-80:2 0.4027 0.2022

Mean 1 0.5136 0.4465

.Mean 2 0.6128 0.4055
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For cohort 1978-79:3, the data indicate that very poor
estimates for Model As parameters were obtained from the
restricted data set. The result of Model A fitting worse
than Model B as directly attributable to the lack of
sufficient data in the restricted data set for
simultaneously estimating SAP°s and RRPes. This "negative
finding" was serendipitously suggestive of a useful rule of
thumb. Anytime the correlation between the proposed model's
predictions (when based upon the parameter estimation
Procedures in MERLIN) and independent criterion ratings
fails to at least equal the correlation between the
criterion and each subject's mean ebserved rating (i.e., tte
prediction of Model B), then there are insufficient data
available -re make useful estimates of the parameters of the
Model A. In tIne case at issue, this interpretation was
corroborated by an analysis of correlations between the
values estimated for Model As parameters (RRP's and SAP.$)
based on the full data set with estimates for the same
parameters based on the restricted data set. The results of
these analyses are reported in Table 6.

Table 6

Correlations between Parameters Estimated from the Full
Data Set with Those Estimated from the Restricted Data Set

Cohort RRP SAP Both RSQ

78-79:3 0.8300 0.7991 0.8178 0.6688

78-79:4 0.9173 0.9691 0.9508 0.9040

79-80:2 0.8676 0.9625 0.9329 0.8703

These correlations would be high if the parameter
estimates were stable. The correlations for BRP's and SAP's
separately ard combined indicated that there was good
stability for the parameter estimates in cohorts. 1978-79:4
and 1979-80:2. Taking the sguare.of the correlation (RSC)
between the two conditions (i.e., full and restricted data
sets) as a measure of common variance, the stability of
cohort 1978-79:3's parameter estimates was clearly poor
(RSQ=0.67). Deleting one observation per student produced
substantially. different parameter estimates. Better
estimates could not be had from less data; therefore, the
estimates from the restricted data set must have been
substantially worse than from the full data set,,. It is
important to emphasize the extreme conditions under which
the parameter estimation procedure failed. Complete data on
the cohort would have contained: 47 raters x 29 students =
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1363 observed ratings. In the reduced data set there were
107 observations. In other words, 7.85% of the possible
data were present and 92.15% of the data were missing from
the observed data table input to MERLIN. In the other two
cohorts, the respective data tables were 17.74% and 17.04%
complete.

With the clear evidence that it was the parameter
estimation process rather than the proposed model that
failed and that the failure was due to lack of sufficient
data to make useful estimates of the proposed model's
parameters, we reconsidered the results reported in Table 5.

Means 1 and 2 were computed using the weighted r to z
mean correlation procedure recommended by MCNemar (1966, P.
139). The wean correlation between Model A and an
independent criterion (i.e., the saved'ratings) across all
three cohorts (mean 1) was higher than that obtained by
Model B, but not significantly higher (00.15). However,
ample evidence had been found which required the exclusion
of the 1978-79:3 data from this comparison. Therefore, Mean
2 was calculated only upon the results for cohorts 1978-79:4
and 1979-80:2. This resulted in r=0.62 for the proposed
model, while the mean correlation between the criterion and
Model B predictions was r=0.41. Each of these correlations
was significantly greater than r=0.0 (p<0.004). Further,
the proposed model predicted the criterion significantly
better (z=2.62; p<0.004) than did the alternative model.
This result directly validates the theoretical constructs of
both rater leniency and subject achievement.

Model A's predictions correlated higher with the
independent criterion ratings, r=0.61, because. Model A's
predictions were more nearly: valid. The raw ratings
contained two components: subject achievement and rater
leniency. As measures of true subject performance, the raw
ratings were contaminated with rater leniency and were
therefore less valid and reliable measures of true subject
performance. The reliability of r=0.50 for raw. ratings
reported in earlier work (Cason and Cason, 1979) was an
overestimate because it did not take the leniency effect
into account. The best available estimate for the
reliability cf raw ratings as measures of performance alone
was the mean correlation between Model B and the criterion
ratings in the last two cohorts (mean 2): r=0.41. Our
model attained higher correlations with the criterion
because it explicitly used both rater leniency and
achievement data to 'make its predictions. The model,
depicted the 'data, more validly than could the mean of raw
ratings in incomplete data sets. . Therefore, the .best
available measure of student performance or student
achievement was the rating that our model predicted a ,rater
of average Aenj'.r-3ncy would assign a given subject (or, its
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equivalent on the latent scale, this subject's SAP).

Applying our model, the reliability of a single rating
as a measure of true performance was r=0.61. Leniency
effects had been removed; therefore, SpearmanBrown's
formula was appropriate to conservatively estimate the
reliability of a rating based upon several independent
raters. Specifically, our model's predicted mean rating for
each subject based on 5 ratings had an estimated reliability
of r=0.89. By the same logic, the reliability of the mean
of 5 raw ratings as a measure of true performance was
calculated taking r=0.41 as the reliability of a single raw
rating. Applying Spearman Brown's formula, this gave r=0.78
for the reliability of the mean of 5 observed ratings as a
measure of student true performance. Because validity
cannot exceed reliability these results clearly indicated
our model could produce substantially more nearly valid
measures of student true performance from an incomplete data
table than could the mean of observed ratings on each
student.

Conclusions and Implications

All the a priori objectives of the research were
attained. With respect to clinical performance rating data
sets of .a type which are common to health prYfessions
education (i.e., dirty and incomplete), the' proposed model
was empirically demonstrated to have: (a) closely fit the
data (p <Q-000001), (b) clarified and quantified the separate
contributions of rater leniency and subject achievement
(e.g., 20% and 35% of variance accounted for respectively in
these data; empiriCal CrosSvalidation of both constructs,
and .so forth); and, (c) provided a usable mechanism for
generating more reliable and valid ratingsbased measures of
clinical Performance as indicated by' the reliability of
r=0.89 (basee on 5 independent ratings) attained from
application of the proposed model as compared to r=0.78
attained for the most commonly used current alternative,
i.e., the mean of the 5 observed ratings.

The results clearly demonstrated the superiority of tte
proposed model when data sets were incomplete and subjects
were rated by unrepresentative subsets of raters. In
addition, an empirical method for judging the adequacy of
the data for the application of:the model was, demonstrated.
When th4 proposed model failed to provide fit with the data
at least as good as the mean of each subject's observed
ratings, the data set was insufficient to provide adequate
estimates of the proposed model's parameters. Nevertheless,
the proposed model provided improved measures of performance
when the data:set, was as, little as 17% complete.

The conditions of the tests contrasting the proposed
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model (A) with the mean of the observed ratings were biased
against the proposed model. Assignment of students had been
random so variation of average leniency in rater subsets
would tend to be small. This tended to reduce the rater
main effect in these data. In settings where nonrandom
assignment occurs, larger discrepancies in mean rater
leniency could easily occur. In such settings, the power of
the proposed model in producing more valid measures would be
even more pronounced. Assuming the proposed model was
valid, Table 7 provides a "worst case" example, of the
potential impact of rater leniency upon ratings received by
students. This example was based on the extreme (lenient
and stringent) raters and extreme (low and high achieving)
students in cohort 1979-80:2. The top row depicts the
ratings that the most stringent rater would assign; the
bottom row the most lenient. The left column gives the
corresponding rater reference points for the two raters.

. The middle column gives the expected rating for the low
achieving student; the rightmost column, the expected
ratings for the high achieving student. Both the raters see
the high achieving student much the same) there isonly a
10% difference in ratings.. But, the low achieving student
is preeicted to receive drastically different ratings.
There is a 301 difference in ratings. Predictions rather
than observed discrepancies were used in the illustration
because it was the model that was validated in this
research. 'Whether discrepancies as large as this occurred
in this data was a chance matter. The model's predictions
Were a better general indicator of the possible magnitude
than coincidental data because the model captured a set of
relationships in whole data sets.

Table 7

Maximum Effect of Rater Leniency on PrAteted
Student Ratings in Cohort 79-80:2

Low Student High Student
RRP (SAP 497.9) (SAP 653.7)

Stringent rater (534.9) 35.59% 88.27%

Lenient rater (452.1) .67.65% 97.81%

In spite of the consistency, strength, and coherence of
the .results supporting the proposed model found in these
data, these, data were. limited. Only one setting, an
internal: medicine clerkship was represented. Only one
rating'inventory_was used. Still 75 different raters were
involved and 94 different students were rated. It would not
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be prudent to conclude that the proposed model will fit
every conceivable performance rating setting. Neither would
it be reasonable to ignore the strength of the results from
these limited data. There are too many commonalities
between these data and many others not to expect that this
model may prove very useful in a wide variety of settings
and contexts.

Extrapolating optimistically from these early,
promising results, a number of useful posstbilities occur to
us.' Our model might meet Meskauskas and Norcini's (1980)
requirements for a methodology for "handicapping" judges in
both standards setting and performance assessment proCedures
better than do Stanley's (1961) methods. Our results
suggest that in some settings rater leniency may not be
sufficiently stable to use Stanley's methods. However,
because our model can be applied to incomplete data sets, it
Provides a means of "adjusting" judges' ratings on the bases
of their current behavior rather than on their past ratings.

An intriguing possibility is the application of our
model to the problem of assessing the test items in a large
item bank. Some test item banks now have thousands of items
in them. glut, these items are not equally.relevant to the
objectives of specific training programs which may use these
test item banks. Our model would permit a more uniform
standard to be applied in judging the difficulty or
relevance of items In the item bank while reducing the
extent to which redundant judgements were required. For
example, our model might permit judges to consider only
slightly overlapping subsets of items while applying
AngOff's' f:1911) or a siMilar Standard4 setting method. . The
judges' judgements could be calibrated through the common
items that they judged. This would permit a small number of
judges (e.g., the faculty in a department) to evaluate a
larger item bank without either taking years or imposing an
unrealistic burden on the individuals.

Our model provides a technique whereby it would be
possible to "track" the rating Performance of individual
raters and provide them with feedback on how their ratings
compared with other raters in settings where not all raters
rate all subjects. This might even be useful in settings
where raters had been trained to a very high level of skill
so that only few raters would rate each subject. So long as
there were adequate overlaps in the ratings, the model would
provide a way of monitoring raters that was nonintrusive
and inexpensive since it requires only their routine rating
data.

There are at least two general ways in which our model
may prove to be of research interest. First, the model

. itself, in so far as it is a simplification of a somewhat
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more elaborate theory, deserves investigation. Perhaps
incorporation of differential rater sensitIVItY an explicit
representation of problem or situation dilficolty, or other
elaborations of the proposed model would lead to further
improvements in ratings-based measures of complex human
performance. However, such elaboratinps would involve
adding parameters and this would reatifte more nearly
complete data sets if useful estimates .01 the Parameters
were to be achievable. In spite 01 the Success of the
simplified model in fitting and explaininQ relationships
in these data, the model is a gross siWWication of even
the rudimentary performance rating theory that we have
propoSed.

Second, the proposed model may be uSettil es an analytic
method in research involving complex blAtOn 'performance as
either a criterion or predictor variable, With notable
exeptions such as Sheehan, Busted, Candee, Cook, and
pargenys (19E0) report, prior investigations of the
relationships between complex performance variables (such as
clinical performance) and variables 00e0t2red by more
reliable mett-ods (such as objectively Scored aptitude and
achievement tests) have found only very modest relationships
or none at all. This may have arisen in part because of the
relatively low reliability and /or validity or the available
ratings-based measures of complex perfornehOe. The proposed
model may have a substantial contribution to make to these
investigations by providing a way to get more nearly valid
and highly reliable measures of complex performance than
have been available in the past. 'nits prospect is
especially exciting for those areas of performance where
there are already large but dirty and iflicolvplete data sets
available and/Or those areas which, for ptoctical reasons,
may be unable to concurrently produce .40th clean and
complete data sets regardless of the resnatGes avajilable.

While it is desirable that the judgerntots Of individual
judges be made as reliable and valid as Is possible, there
will almost certainly always be more aseesplent programs
that generate incomplete, dirty data 04 than complete,
clean ones. Ire model we have presented here shows real
promise for improving the quality at the assessment
information that w.4 be extracted under these less than
ideal and unfortunately common circumstanGieg.
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to free parameters (to be estimated for Model A) was 1.8,
2.7, and 2.7 respectively in the three cohorts. In the
restricted data set, these ratios.declined to 1.4, 2.2, and
2.2. in cohort 1978-79:3 the ratio fell from an already
marginal 1.8 observations per parameter in the full data set
to a very doubtful 1.4 in the restricted data set. A low
ratio could place the proposed model at a disadvantage
because it had more parameters to be estimated. Less data
per paramter would reduce the accuracy of the parameter
estimates and thus the accuracy of the models predictions.
The alternate model having only about half as many
parameters to estimate had an advantage in obtaining more
accurate estimates of its parameters (i.e., one mean per
student).

Table 5 reports the results of correlating an
independent rating of each student with the prediction of
the proposed model (A) and the prediction implicit in the
Common practice of taking the unweighted mean of the
observed ratings (Model B) as the best available measure of
performance. In two of the three cohorts the results appear
to favor the proposed model, but in cohort 1978-79:3, Model
B seems to be suderior to the proposed model. This means
that in two of ttie three cohorts predictions based upon a

knowledge of both rater leniency and student performance
(i.e., Nadel A) appeared superior to a knowledge of student
performance alone (Model B). In cohort 1978-79:3, the
Prediction of Model A was not only less accurate (i.e., less
well correlated Isilth the criterion), the observed
correlation (r=0.26) for Model A was not significantly
different from r=0.0. Considering that Model B was a
restricted case of Model A, Model -°A should do no worse than
Model B.

Table 5

Coetelationi of Prediction, of Node's A.and B with an
Independent Rating on Each Subject

Cohort A

78-79:3 0.2555 0.5020

78-79:4 0.6699 0.5531

79-80:2 0.4027 0.2022

Mean 1 0.5136 0.4465

.Mean 2 0.6128 0.4055
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For cohort 1978-79:3, the data indicate that very poor
estimates for Model As parameters were obtained from the
restricted data set. The result of Model A fitting worse
than Model B as directly attributable to the lack of
sufficient data in the restricted data set for
simultaneously estimating SAP°s and RRPes. This "negative
finding" was serendipitously suggestive of a useful rule of
thumb. Anytime the correlation between the proposed model's
predictions (when based upon the parameter estimation
Procedures in MERLIN) and independent criterion ratings
fails to at least equal the correlation between the
criterion and each subject's mean ebserved rating (i.e., tte
prediction of Model B), then there are insufficient data
available -re make useful estimates of the parameters of the
Model A. In tIne case at issue, this interpretation was
corroborated by an analysis of correlations between the
values estimated for Model As parameters (RRP's and SAP.$)
based on the full data set with estimates for the same
parameters based on the restricted data set. The results of
these analyses are reported in Table 6.

Table 6

Correlations between Parameters Estimated from the Full
Data Set with Those Estimated from the Restricted Data Set

Cohort RRP SAP Both RSQ

78-79:3 0.8300 0.7991 0.8178 0.6688

78-79:4 0.9173 0.9691 0.9508 0.9040

79-80:2 0.8676 0.9625 0.9329 0.8703

These correlations would be high if the parameter
estimates were stable. The correlations for BRP's and SAP's
separately ard combined indicated that there was good
stability for the parameter estimates in cohorts. 1978-79:4
and 1979-80:2. Taking the sguare.of the correlation (RSC)
between the two conditions (i.e., full and restricted data
sets) as a measure of common variance, the stability of
cohort 1978-79:3's parameter estimates was clearly poor
(RSQ=0.67). Deleting one observation per student produced
substantially. different parameter estimates. Better
estimates could not be had from less data; therefore, the
estimates from the restricted data set must have been
substantially worse than from the full data set,,. It is
important to emphasize the extreme conditions under which
the parameter estimation procedure failed. Complete data on
the cohort would have contained: 47 raters x 29 students =
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1363 observed ratings. In the reduced data set there were
107 observations. In other words, 7.85% of the possible
data were present and 92.15% of the data were missing from
the observed data table input to MERLIN. In the other two
cohorts, the respective data tables were 17.74% and 17.04%
complete.

With the clear evidence that it was the parameter
estimation process rather than the proposed model that
failed and that the failure was due to lack of sufficient
data to make useful estimates of the proposed model's
parameters, we reconsidered the results reported in Table 5.

Means 1 and 2 were computed using the weighted r to z
mean correlation procedure recommended by MCNemar (1966, P.
139). The wean correlation between Model A and an
independent criterion (i.e., the saved'ratings) across all
three cohorts (mean 1) was higher than that obtained by
Model B, but not significantly higher (00.15). However,
ample evidence had been found which required the exclusion
of the 1978-79:3 data from this comparison. Therefore, Mean
2 was calculated only upon the results for cohorts 1978-79:4
and 1979-80:2. This resulted in r=0.62 for the proposed
model, while the mean correlation between the criterion and
Model B predictions was r=0.41. Each of these correlations
was significantly greater than r=0.0 (p<0.004). Further,
the proposed model predicted the criterion significantly
better (z=2.62; p<0.004) than did the alternative model.
This result directly validates the theoretical constructs of
both rater leniency and subject achievement.

Model A's predictions correlated higher with the
independent criterion ratings, r=0.61, because. Model A's
predictions were more nearly: valid. The raw ratings
contained two components: subject achievement and rater
leniency. As measures of true subject performance, the raw
ratings were contaminated with rater leniency and were
therefore less valid and reliable measures of true subject
performance. The reliability of r=0.50 for raw. ratings
reported in earlier work (Cason and Cason, 1979) was an
overestimate because it did not take the leniency effect
into account. The best available estimate for the
reliability cf raw ratings as measures of performance alone
was the mean correlation between Model B and the criterion
ratings in the last two cohorts (mean 2): r=0.41. Our
model attained higher correlations with the criterion
because it explicitly used both rater leniency and
achievement data to 'make its predictions. The model,
depicted the 'data, more validly than could the mean of raw
ratings in incomplete data sets. . Therefore, the .best
available measure of student performance or student
achievement was the rating that our model predicted a ,rater
of average Aenj'.r-3ncy would assign a given subject (or, its
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equivalent on the latent scale, this subject's SAP).

Applying our model, the reliability of a single rating
as a measure of true performance was r=0.61. Leniency
effects had been removed; therefore, SpearmanBrown's
formula was appropriate to conservatively estimate the
reliability of a rating based upon several independent
raters. Specifically, our model's predicted mean rating for
each subject based on 5 ratings had an estimated reliability
of r=0.89. By the same logic, the reliability of the mean
of 5 raw ratings as a measure of true performance was
calculated taking r=0.41 as the reliability of a single raw
rating. Applying Spearman Brown's formula, this gave r=0.78
for the reliability of the mean of 5 observed ratings as a
measure of student true performance. Because validity
cannot exceed reliability these results clearly indicated
our model could produce substantially more nearly valid
measures of student true performance from an incomplete data
table than could the mean of observed ratings on each
student.

Conclusions and Implications

All the a priori objectives of the research were
attained. With respect to clinical performance rating data
sets of .a type which are common to health prYfessions
education (i.e., dirty and incomplete), the' proposed model
was empirically demonstrated to have: (a) closely fit the
data (p <Q-000001), (b) clarified and quantified the separate
contributions of rater leniency and subject achievement
(e.g., 20% and 35% of variance accounted for respectively in
these data; empiriCal CrosSvalidation of both constructs,
and .so forth); and, (c) provided a usable mechanism for
generating more reliable and valid ratingsbased measures of
clinical Performance as indicated by' the reliability of
r=0.89 (basee on 5 independent ratings) attained from
application of the proposed model as compared to r=0.78
attained for the most commonly used current alternative,
i.e., the mean of the 5 observed ratings.

The results clearly demonstrated the superiority of tte
proposed model when data sets were incomplete and subjects
were rated by unrepresentative subsets of raters. In
addition, an empirical method for judging the adequacy of
the data for the application of:the model was, demonstrated.
When th4 proposed model failed to provide fit with the data
at least as good as the mean of each subject's observed
ratings, the data set was insufficient to provide adequate
estimates of the proposed model's parameters. Nevertheless,
the proposed model provided improved measures of performance
when the data:set, was as, little as 17% complete.

The conditions of the tests contrasting the proposed
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model (A) with the mean of the observed ratings were biased
against the proposed model. Assignment of students had been
random so variation of average leniency in rater subsets
would tend to be small. This tended to reduce the rater
main effect in these data. In settings where nonrandom
assignment occurs, larger discrepancies in mean rater
leniency could easily occur. In such settings, the power of
the proposed model in producing more valid measures would be
even more pronounced. Assuming the proposed model was
valid, Table 7 provides a "worst case" example, of the
potential impact of rater leniency upon ratings received by
students. This example was based on the extreme (lenient
and stringent) raters and extreme (low and high achieving)
students in cohort 1979-80:2. The top row depicts the
ratings that the most stringent rater would assign; the
bottom row the most lenient. The left column gives the
corresponding rater reference points for the two raters.

. The middle column gives the expected rating for the low
achieving student; the rightmost column, the expected
ratings for the high achieving student. Both the raters see
the high achieving student much the same) there isonly a
10% difference in ratings.. But, the low achieving student
is preeicted to receive drastically different ratings.
There is a 301 difference in ratings. Predictions rather
than observed discrepancies were used in the illustration
because it was the model that was validated in this
research. 'Whether discrepancies as large as this occurred
in this data was a chance matter. The model's predictions
Were a better general indicator of the possible magnitude
than coincidental data because the model captured a set of
relationships in whole data sets.

Table 7

Maximum Effect of Rater Leniency on PrAteted
Student Ratings in Cohort 79-80:2

Low Student High Student
RRP (SAP 497.9) (SAP 653.7)

Stringent rater (534.9) 35.59% 88.27%

Lenient rater (452.1) .67.65% 97.81%

In spite of the consistency, strength, and coherence of
the .results supporting the proposed model found in these
data, these, data were. limited. Only one setting, an
internal: medicine clerkship was represented. Only one
rating'inventory_was used. Still 75 different raters were
involved and 94 different students were rated. It would not
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be prudent to conclude that the proposed model will fit
every conceivable performance rating setting. Neither would
it be reasonable to ignore the strength of the results from
these limited data. There are too many commonalities
between these data and many others not to expect that this
model may prove very useful in a wide variety of settings
and contexts.

Extrapolating optimistically from these early,
promising results, a number of useful posstbilities occur to
us.' Our model might meet Meskauskas and Norcini's (1980)
requirements for a methodology for "handicapping" judges in
both standards setting and performance assessment proCedures
better than do Stanley's (1961) methods. Our results
suggest that in some settings rater leniency may not be
sufficiently stable to use Stanley's methods. However,
because our model can be applied to incomplete data sets, it
Provides a means of "adjusting" judges' ratings on the bases
of their current behavior rather than on their past ratings.

An intriguing possibility is the application of our
model to the problem of assessing the test items in a large
item bank. Some test item banks now have thousands of items
in them. glut, these items are not equally.relevant to the
objectives of specific training programs which may use these
test item banks. Our model would permit a more uniform
standard to be applied in judging the difficulty or
relevance of items In the item bank while reducing the
extent to which redundant judgements were required. For
example, our model might permit judges to consider only
slightly overlapping subsets of items while applying
AngOff's' f:1911) or a siMilar Standard4 setting method. . The
judges' judgements could be calibrated through the common
items that they judged. This would permit a small number of
judges (e.g., the faculty in a department) to evaluate a
larger item bank without either taking years or imposing an
unrealistic burden on the individuals.

Our model provides a technique whereby it would be
possible to "track" the rating Performance of individual
raters and provide them with feedback on how their ratings
compared with other raters in settings where not all raters
rate all subjects. This might even be useful in settings
where raters had been trained to a very high level of skill
so that only few raters would rate each subject. So long as
there were adequate overlaps in the ratings, the model would
provide a way of monitoring raters that was nonintrusive
and inexpensive since it requires only their routine rating
data.

There are at least two general ways in which our model
may prove to be of research interest. First, the model

. itself, in so far as it is a simplification of a somewhat
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more elaborate theory, deserves investigation. Perhaps
incorporation of differential rater sensitIVItY an explicit
representation of problem or situation dilficolty, or other
elaborations of the proposed model would lead to further
improvements in ratings-based measures of complex human
performance. However, such elaboratinps would involve
adding parameters and this would reatifte more nearly
complete data sets if useful estimates .01 the Parameters
were to be achievable. In spite 01 the Success of the
simplified model in fitting and explaininQ relationships
in these data, the model is a gross siWWication of even
the rudimentary performance rating theory that we have
propoSed.

Second, the proposed model may be uSettil es an analytic
method in research involving complex blAtOn 'performance as
either a criterion or predictor variable, With notable
exeptions such as Sheehan, Busted, Candee, Cook, and
pargenys (19E0) report, prior investigations of the
relationships between complex performance variables (such as
clinical performance) and variables 00e0t2red by more
reliable mett-ods (such as objectively Scored aptitude and
achievement tests) have found only very modest relationships
or none at all. This may have arisen in part because of the
relatively low reliability and /or validity or the available
ratings-based measures of complex perfornehOe. The proposed
model may have a substantial contribution to make to these
investigations by providing a way to get more nearly valid
and highly reliable measures of complex performance than
have been available in the past. 'nits prospect is
especially exciting for those areas of performance where
there are already large but dirty and iflicolvplete data sets
available and/Or those areas which, for ptoctical reasons,
may be unable to concurrently produce .40th clean and
complete data sets regardless of the resnatGes avajilable.

While it is desirable that the judgerntots Of individual
judges be made as reliable and valid as Is possible, there
will almost certainly always be more aseesplent programs
that generate incomplete, dirty data 04 than complete,
clean ones. Ire model we have presented here shows real
promise for improving the quality at the assessment
information that w.4 be extracted under these less than
ideal and unfortunately common circumstanGieg.
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